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HDNet Canada Schedule for Mon. October 10, 2011 to Sun. October 16, 2011

Monday October 10, 2011
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Last Chance to See
Blue Whale - Stephen and Mark go to The Sea of Cortez in search of Blue Whales. The origi-
nal adventures went in search of Yangtze River Dolphin, but that went extinct recently. Mark 
nominates Blue Whales as a replacement.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Cheers

If I Ever Would Leave You - When Carla’s sleazy ex-husband gets thrown out by his new wife, 
he comes groveling back to Carla, vowing to prove his love for her by being her slave. Soon 
everyone, except Carla, believes him.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Cheers

Executive’s Executioner Hines - Norm’s boss makes him an offer he can’t refuse: accept a 
promotion or lose his job! So Norm is promoted to “Corporate Killer,” the person in charge of 
firing employees.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Dublin and Mystical Sidetrips - Dublin’s story is of feast and famine: from its 18th-century 
Golden Age to its 20th-century struggles for independence to its boomtime today. We explore 
the town’s foreboding castle, patriotic jail, and Trinity College with its illuminated Book of 
Kells--a bright light from the Dark Ages. At night we party in Temple Bar, awash with Celtic 
music and frothy pints of Guinness. We sidetrip to the prehistoric necropolis of Newgrange 
and the medieval monastery at Glendalough, tucked in the scenic Wicklow Mountains. 

8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

South Ireland: Waterford to the Ring of Kerry - We find the story of Ireland strewn along its 
fascinating south coast: Waterford’s much-loved crystal factory; the Kennedy family home-
stead; the Dunbrody famine ship; and Kinsale’s star-shaped fortresses. After learning why 
locals don’t kiss the Blarney Stone, we savor the scenic charms of the Emerald Isle-driving 
the Ring of Kerry. 

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

9:30 AM ET / 6:30 AM PT
Eye for an Eye

Runner Up - Two women ask Judge Extreme Akim to decide the real winner of a wet t-shirt 
contest.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG

Capital Crime - In a dark, eerie setting, a female figure runs through the woods being chased 
by a horseman. During the chase, she encounters a ragged and bearded man. She runs from 
him up a hill with the sound of horse hooves beating the ground. The woman tumbles down 
the hill where the horseman stabs her. The woman is Lt. Colonel Sarah “Mac” MacKenzie’s.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG

Code of Conduct - Outside of Kandahar in Afghanistan, a helicopter full of Navy Seals 
descends to retrieve the body of one of their own. As they reach the ground, the unit comes 
under fire from Al Qaeda forces. One of the Seals, Lt. Reese, is shot and killed.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Last Chance to See

Blue Whale - Stephen and Mark go to The Sea of Cortez in search of Blue Whales. The origi-
nal adventures went in search of Yangtze River Dolphin, but that went extinct recently. Mark 
nominates Blue Whales as a replacement.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Tom Petty - Live from Gatorville

For Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers, and fans alike, Live from Gatorville is an emotional 
and electrifying evening. The band performs songs from their three-decade career, including 
rarely played gems, influential covers. Highlights include “Don’t Come Around Here No More,” 
“Running Down a Dream,” “You Wreck Me,” plus many more.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Get Out!

Philipsburg, St. Maartan - Lindsay and Angela travel by speed boat to the French side of the 
island while Cherie takes a Rhino tour of St. Maartan.

3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
HDNet Fights

In This Corner - Featuring Shinya Aoki - An in depth analysis of Shinya Aoki’s amazing limb 
bending finishes and reign as DREAM Lightweight champion.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Cheers

If I Ever Would Leave You - When Carla’s sleazy ex-husband gets thrown out by his new wife, 
he comes groveling back to Carla, vowing to prove his love for her by being her slave. Soon 
everyone, except Carla, believes him.

5:30 PM ET / 2:30 PM PT
Cheers

Executive’s Executioner Hines - Norm’s boss makes him an offer he can’t refuse: accept a 
promotion or lose his job! So Norm is promoted to “Corporate Killer,” the person in charge of 
firing employees.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
JAG

Capital Crime - In a dark, eerie setting, a female figure runs through the woods being chased 
by a horseman. During the chase, she encounters a ragged and bearded man. She runs from 
him up a hill with the sound of horse hooves beating the ground. The woman tumbles down 
the hill where the horseman stabs her. The woman is Lt. Colonel Sarah “Mac” MacKenzie’s.

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
JAG

Code of Conduct - Outside of Kandahar in Afghanistan, a helicopter full of Navy Seals 
descends to retrieve the body of one of their own. As they reach the ground, the unit comes 
under fire from Al Qaeda forces. One of the Seals, Lt. Reese, is shot and killed.

8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
Movie Night

The Great Santini - While hard-nosed marine Bull Meechum whips a group of lagging pilots 
into shape, his family begins to crumble under the weight of his authoritarian personality. 
Starring Robert Duvall, Blythe Danner, and Michael O’Keefe. Directed by Lewis John Carlino. 
(1979 - PG)

10:10 PM ET / 7:10 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

10:30 PM ET / 7:30 PM PT
Naughty But Nice with Rob Shuter

Number 1 gossip columnist Rob Shuter gets the steamy and scandalous scoop from your 
favorite celebs. Don’t miss the dish from this week’s guests from Chicago, including Real 
Housewife Sonja Morgan and the infamous “Octomom”, Nadya Suleman, who dishes exclu-
sively with Naughty But Nice about her appearance on the new HDNet show Celebridate with 
the show’s host Roger Lodge. You won’t want to miss it!
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11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT
Movie Night

The Great Santini - While hard-nosed marine Bull Meechum whips a group of lagging pilots 
into shape, his family begins to crumble under the weight of his authoritarian personality. 
Starring Robert Duvall, Blythe Danner, and Michael O’Keefe. Directed by Lewis John Carlino. 
(1979 - PG)

1:10 AM ET / 10:10 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT
Movie Night

The Great Santini - While hard-nosed marine Bull Meechum whips a group of lagging pilots 
into shape, his family begins to crumble under the weight of his authoritarian personality. 
Starring Robert Duvall, Blythe Danner, and Michael O’Keefe. Directed by Lewis John Carlino. 
(1979 - PG)

3:40 AM ET / 12:40 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...

Camping in Upstate New York - Unrated - This is a crazy camping party that takes place the 
night before the famous Great Valley Fireman’s Regatta.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents: Search for the Hottest Girl in America

On Girls Gone Wild® Island, the competition builds as the girls compete for votes in the 
hopes of being named the Hottest Girl in America.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Bikini Destinations

France - Oui Oui!!!! From the Cannes film festival to San Tropez, join the Bikini Destinations 
models shopping and strutting on location in the south of France. 

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Kansas City - Zane Lamprey visits the Paris of the Plains. He tries edible cocktails, meets the 
creator of the Bergin Malt and squares off in a Kansas City BBQ eating challenge.

Tuesday October 11, 2011
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Last Chance to See
Return of the Rhino - In the most dramatic and moving episode of Last Chance to See, 
Stephen Fry and Mark Carwardine go on a dramatic, terrifying, life enhancing, celebratory 
adventure to bring the Northern White Rhino back from extinction.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Cheers

Cheerio Cheers - With much trepidation, Diane decides to leave Cheers and travel to Europe 
with Frasier, who has been offered a temporary position at the University of Bologna.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Cheers

The Bartender’s Tale - With Diane away in Europe, Sam must hire a new waitress. Carla’s 
convinced she’s found the perfect replacement in Lillian, a mature Englishwoman who is a 
fantastic waitress.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

The Best of West Ireland: Dingle, Galway, and the Aran Islands - Ireland in the extreme is best 
experienced on its west coast in Gaeltachts, where the people speak Gaelic and the rugged 
villages have changed little over the generations. After exploring the rugged and remote Aran 
Islands, we settle into Galway, dance in a castle at a medieval folk banquet and delve into 
Ireland in the extreme: Dingle Peninsula. Ringing with traditional music from its rustic pubs, 
dotted with prehistoric “fairy forts,” if you’ll fall in love with Ireland, chances are it’ll be right 
here.  

8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Germany’s Romantic Rhine and Rothenburg - Cruising the Rhine River, we dodge riverboat 
traffic and the legendary siren, Lorelei. After climbing castles and descending into dungeons, 
we relax with Rhine wine. We tour Burg Eltz-a lived-in castle where the noble lady still puts 
out fresh flowers. Then we enter the walled town of Rothenburg for Germany’s best wood 
carving, a vivid dose of medieval punishment, and a tour with the night watchman of the 
town’s lamp-lit ramparts.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

9:30 AM ET / 6:30 AM PT
Eye for an Eye

Blood is Thicker than Gravy - Judge Akim decides who is the more fit brother to take care of 
their ageing mother.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG

Odd Man Out - During a dark, foggy night, Alpha Company comes under attack by Bravo 
Company during exercise drills. After the commanding officer calls a cease-fire, the men 
learn that Marine Corporal Mark Duquette, the officer on watch, is dead.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG

Head to Toe - In Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, Lt. Joanne Donato dressed in civilian clothing, drives 
herself to a sidewalk café where she is approached by Major Winter of Air Force Security 
Police. He informs her that she must return to the base and change into the proper attire 
consisting of an abaya and a veil, under penalty of arrest. Lt. Donato refuses.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Last Chance to See

Return of the Rhino - In the most dramatic and moving episode of Last Chance to See, 
Stephen Fry and Mark Carwardine go on a dramatic, terrifying, life enhancing, celebratory 
adventure to bring the Northern White Rhino back from extinction.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Amy Winehouse - I Told You I Was Trouble - Live From London

This amazing concert performed live at the Shepherd’s Bush Empire, features songs from her 
hit album, Back To Black, and 2003’s Mercury Music Prize nominated album, Frank.

2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT
Sting Live in Berlin

Culled from Sting’s critically acclaimed world tour, Symphonicity, this show features many of 
his greatest hits, including “Roxanne”, “Every Little Thing She Does Is Magic”, “King of Pain,” 
and more, all re-imagined for symphonic arrangement. Featuring special guest Branford 
Marsalis, this live convert experience is quintessential Symphonicity.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Get Out!

Marigot, St. Martin - Follow the Get Out! crew as Lindsay and Angela tour downtown Marigot 
and Cherie gets a tropical horseback tour of the island.
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3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
HDNet Fights

DREAM 17 - Shinya Aoki meets Rob McCullough. Plus. Gerald Harris takes on Kazuhiro 
Nakamura and Yan Cabral faces Kazushi Sakuraba.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Cheers

Cheerio Cheers - With much trepidation, Diane decides to leave Cheers and travel to Europe 
with Frasier, who has been offered a temporary position at the University of Bologna.

5:30 PM ET / 2:30 PM PT
Cheers

The Bartender’s Tale - With Diane away in Europe, Sam must hire a new waitress. Carla’s 
convinced she’s found the perfect replacement in Lillian, a mature Englishwoman who is a 
fantastic waitress.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
JAG

Odd Man Out - During a dark, foggy night, Alpha Company comes under attack by Bravo 
Company during exercise drills. After the commanding officer calls a cease-fire, the men 
learn that Marine Corporal Mark Duquette, the officer on watch, is dead.

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
JAG

Head to Toe - In Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, Lt. Joanne Donato dressed in civilian clothing, drives 
herself to a sidewalk café where she is approached by Major Winter of Air Force Security 
Police. He informs her that she must return to the base and change into the proper attire 
consisting of an abaya and a veil, under penalty of arrest. Lt. Donato refuses.

Premiere
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT

Dan Rather Reports
Taking It To The Street - The protest on Wall Street.  Middle East expert Fouad Ajami on the 
Arab spring.

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
HDNet World Report

Vaccines and Autism: Mixed Signals; Hidden Treasure: A Million Dollar Scavenger Hunt - 
Health officials in the U.S. have consistently denied that there is any link between childhood 
vaccines and autism. So why is the government quietly doling out big settlements to families 
who say just such a link harmed their children? Then, if you have an extra million dollars and 
you’re going to die, what do you do? One man decided to create a treasure hunt with a twist

Premiere
10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT

Paul Merton: In India
Paul lands in Delhi, the capital of India, and immediately goes in search of some ‘help’ on 
how to survive the next eight weeks. He enrolls in a finishing school and meets the formi-
dable Pria Warwick. Under her guidance, Paul is taught how to perfect his British accent with 
the help of some marbles and receives instruction on just how to behave ‘correctly’ over the 
next two months.

11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT
Dan Rather Reports

Taking It To The Street - The protest on Wall Street.  Middle East expert Fouad Ajami on the 
Arab spring.

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
HDNet World Report

Vaccines and Autism: Mixed Signals; Hidden Treasure: A Million Dollar Scavenger Hunt - 
Health officials in the U.S. have consistently denied that there is any link between childhood 
vaccines and autism. So why is the government quietly doling out big settlements to families 
who say just such a link harmed their children? Then, if you have an extra million dollars and 
you’re going to die, what do you do? One man decided to create a treasure hunt with a twist

1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Paul Merton: In India

Paul lands in Delhi, the capital of India, and immediately goes in search of some ‘help’ on 
how to survive the next eight weeks. He enrolls in a finishing school and meets the formi-
dable Pria Warwick. Under her guidance, Paul is taught how to perfect his British accent with 
the help of some marbles and receives instruction on just how to behave ‘correctly’ over the 
next two months.

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
Paul Merton: In India

Paul lands in Delhi, the capital of India, and immediately goes in search of some ‘help’ on 
how to survive the next eight weeks. He enrolls in a finishing school and meets the formi-
dable Pria Warwick. Under her guidance, Paul is taught how to perfect his British accent with 
the help of some marbles and receives instruction on just how to behave ‘correctly’ over the 
next two months.

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Get Out!

Wailea, Hawaii - Unrated - The Get Out! girls check into their villa on the Pacific and then 
head to the ocean for some paddle surfing. Also, Krystle smokes up the beach on a photo 
shoot.

3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Deadline! Unrated

Blowing Glass and Shakin’ Ass - Katie Daryl blows glass and creates a pipe! The L.A. Every-
thing About Sex Show and a van turned tank is also featured.

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...

Independence Day in Newport Beach - Unrated - Streets are closed off and mayhem ensues 
as America’s birthday is celebrated in Southern California.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents: Search for the Hottest Girl in America

Capri from Florida gets her own magazine shoot. Meanwhile, Xian and Cody take a tour of 
Girls Gone Wild® Island.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Bikini Destinations

Lima, Peru - Join Bikini Destinations in Lima, Peru as they drop in on a local beauty pageant 
and explore the sights and sounds of this magical city.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Denver - Zane Lamprey visits the Mile High City. He visits the home of Fat Tire, hits his limit 
at Rio Grande, and watches his buddy Steve compete in a bull ball eating contest.

Wednesday October 12, 2011
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Conquering Kilimanjaro with Angie Everhart
Supermodel and environmental activist Angie Everhart fulfills her lifelong dream of climbing 
Mt. Kilimanjaro to see the receding glaciers before they’re gone forever. Angie’s seven day 
journey takes her to the highest point in Africa amidst ailing crew members, high altitude 
sickness, and a battle of wills, all while encountering some of the most beautiful landscapes 
on earth.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Cheers

Bells of St. Clete’s - Carla sets out for revenge when Drusilla DiMeglio, her former high 
school principal, visits the bar. She describes him as “the most vile, hateful, evil, wretched 
creature on earth.”
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7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Cheers

Rescue Me - In a cliff-hanging season finale, Frasier proposes to Diane while in Europe, 
wanting to get married the very next day. Instead of giving an answer, she rushes to the 
phone to call Sam, hoping he’ll confess his love and halt the wedding. Instead, he hides his 
true feelings and artificially offers his congratulations.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Munich and the Foothills of the Alps - In Munich, where locals specialize in good living, 
we visit boisterous markets and go for Baroque palaces...while office workers surf in the 
Isar River. Heading into the foothills of the Alps, we take a spin around a Maypole; drop by 
Oberammergau-the Shirley Temple of Bavarian villages; and tour the fairy-tale castles of 
“Mad” King Ludwig. After hiking up to a desolate ruined castle, we soar even higher in a 
glider over the Tyrol.

8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

 Switzerland’s Jungfrau Region: Best of the Alps - If Heidi is alive, she’s in this sky-high 
corner of the Swiss Alps, with cows on breathtaking ridges. After settling into a traditional 
village where locals scythe hay by hand, we hike, bike, and parasail. We blast an alphorn, 
get sprayed by waterfalls raging deep inside a mountain, and munch muesli for breakfast at 
10,000 feet. For a finale, we ride Europe’s highest lift up the mighty Jungfrau for hot cocoa, 
glacier sledding, and oh-wow views.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

9:30 AM ET / 6:30 AM PT
Eye for an Eye

The Pillow Fight - A bride sues when her new husband’s former girlfriend shows up and 
makes a scene at her wedding.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG

The Mission - In the Khyber Pass in Afghanistan, a spotter on the ground calls for an air 
strike. He has identified 15 heavily armed suspected Al Qaeda members on horseback. Lt. 
Hillyard the ship’s JAG, won’t approve the air strike until the spotter is absolutely certain the 
men are Al Qaeda members. In the time it takes for him to deliberate, the suspected terror-
ists spot the US aircraft and scatter.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG

Exculpatory Evidence - In a meeting with Admiral A.J. Chegwidden and Commander Harmon 
“Harm” Rabb, Jr., Cdr. Sturgis Turner presents his findings in Lt. Bud Roberts’ inquiry. Turner 
is sorry to say that in his opinion, Lt. Roberts did not adequately represent his client. As a 
result, Lt. Roberts will be charged with dereliction of duty due to neglect and culpable inef-
ficiency.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Conquering Kilimanjaro with Angie Everhart

Supermodel and environmental activist Angie Everhart fulfills her lifelong dream of climbing 
Mt. Kilimanjaro to see the receding glaciers before they’re gone forever. Angie’s seven day 
journey takes her to the highest point in Africa amidst ailing crew members, high altitude 
sickness, and a battle of wills, all while encountering some of the most beautiful landscapes 
on earth.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
HD Rock Live

O.A.R. - Multi-platinum selling O.A.R. rocks a sold out crowd at the House Of Blues in Atlan-
tic City with their signature reggae/rock fusion style. The show captures die hard fans singing 
along to classic and current hits including “That Was A Crazy Game of Poker,” “I Feel Home,” 
“Love & Memories”, “This Town,” and an encore that brings the house down. Also featured: 
exclusive behind the scenes interviews with the band.

2:30 PM ET / 11:30 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Get Out!

Anguilla - Lindsay and Angela head off to explore the island of Anguilla and pristine Prickly 
Pear Beach, while Amanda and Cassandra shoot.

3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
HDNet Fights

DREAM 17 - Shinya Aoki meets Rob McCullough. Plus. Gerald Harris takes on Kazuhiro 
Nakamura and Yan Cabral faces Kazushi Sakuraba.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Cheers

Bells of St. Clete’s - Carla sets out for revenge when Drusilla DiMeglio, her former high 
school principal, visits the bar. She describes him as “the most vile, hateful, evil, wretched 
creature on earth.”

5:30 PM ET / 2:30 PM PT
Cheers

Rescue Me - In a cliff-hanging season finale, Frasier proposes to Diane while in Europe, 
wanting to get married the very next day. Instead of giving an answer, she rushes to the 
phone to call Sam, hoping he’ll confess his love and halt the wedding. Instead, he hides his 
true feelings and artificially offers his congratulations.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
JAG

The Mission - In the Khyber Pass in Afghanistan, a spotter on the ground calls for an air 
strike. He has identified 15 heavily armed suspected Al Qaeda members on horseback. Lt. 
Hillyard the ship’s JAG, won’t approve the air strike until the spotter is absolutely certain the 
men are Al Qaeda members. In the time it takes for him to deliberate, the suspected terror-
ists spot the US aircraft and scatter.

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
JAG

Exculpatory Evidence - In a meeting with Admiral A.J. Chegwidden and Commander Harmon 
“Harm” Rabb, Jr., Cdr. Sturgis Turner presents his findings in Lt. Bud Roberts’ inquiry. Turner 
is sorry to say that in his opinion, Lt. Roberts did not adequately represent his client. As a 
result, Lt. Roberts will be charged with dereliction of duty due to neglect and culpable inef-
ficiency.

Premiere
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT

Drinking Made Easy
Kauai - Zane and Steve drink Blue Hawaiians on a helicopter, board a train at the Kilohana 
Plantation, and learn about what beverages are considered aphrodisiacs!

Premiere
8:30 PM ET / 5:30 PM PT

CelebriDate
Nadya Suleman/Octomom - Nadya Suleman is “Octomom”, the mother of 14 who takes a 
swing at romance with three handsome men, where she offers up her true feelings on love, 
romance, and the joys of having 8 children - all at once. In the end, Nadya’s decision may 
surprise you!

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
Goodnight Burbank

What Goes Up - Before the newscast can even begin, the lighting guy falls to his death - and 
until the unions can get there, no one can move his body.
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9:30 PM ET / 6:30 PM PT
Movie Night

Night Shift - Dark comedy about a bored morgue employee whose life spices up after an en-
counter with a call girl who turns him into her pimp. Starring Henry Winkler, Michael Keaton, 
and Shelley Long. Directed by Ron Howard. (1982 - R)

11:30 PM ET / 8:30 PM PT
CelebriDate

Nadya Suleman/Octomom - Nadya Suleman is “Octomom”, the mother of 14 who takes a 
swing at romance with three handsome men, where she offers up her true feelings on love, 
romance, and the joys of having 8 children - all at once. In the end, Nadya’s decision may 
surprise you!

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Kauai - Zane and Steve drink Blue Hawaiians on a helicopter, board a train at the Kilohana 
Plantation, and learn about what beverages are considered aphrodisiacs!

12:30 AM ET / 9:30 PM PT
Goodnight Burbank

What Goes Up - Before the newscast can even begin, the lighting guy falls to his death - and 
until the unions can get there, no one can move his body.

1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Movie Night

Night Shift - Dark comedy about a bored morgue employee whose life spices up after an en-
counter with a call girl who turns him into her pimp. Starring Henry Winkler, Michael Keaton, 
and Shelley Long. Directed by Ron Howard. (1982 - R)

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Get Out!

Kihei, Hawaii - Unrated - Lana and Amy Lynn head out for a surfing lesson and Maitlyn has a 
sultry photo shoot on the beach.

3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Deadline! Unrated

Lingerie & Basketball, It’s About Time - Katie Daryl suits up - correction - strips down and 
practices with the Lingerie Basketball League’s L.A. Glam. Fan voice mails are also featured.

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...

A Roughriders Home Game - Unrated - It’s a sea of green wearing drunk people enjoying one 
of the craziest stadiums in the CFL.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents: Search for the Hottest Girl in America

The west coast bus hosts an open call in Las Vegas, and hits the jackpot with 18-year-old 
Katie.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Bikini Destinations

Oahu - Bikini Destinations sets sail for the Hawaiian Island of Oahu, capturing the tantalizing 
tropical beauty this island has to offer. Join us as we adventure with our gorgeous models 
aboard submarines, catamarans, kayaks, and through mid air as Bikini Destinations show-
cases the luscious offerings of Oahu.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Salt Lake City - Zane Lamprey visits the SLC. He visits Utah’s oldest bar, dispels the myths 
about drinking in Utah, and learns the difference between vodka and whiskey.

Thursday October 13, 2011
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Discoveries Vietnam
A 21st Century Awakening - The first in a two part series about Vietnam in the 21st Century. 
The production team traveled from the Mekong Delta in the south to the Chinese border 
in the north capturing life in Vietnam. The focus is how the country has re-invented itself, 
emerging from economic chaos to a significant player on the world stage and particularly in 
Asia.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Cheers

Woody Goes Belly Up - Woody desperately misses his hometown girlfriend, Beth, so Sam and 
Diane arrange for her to pay a surprise visit. The greatest pleasure they once shared now 
turns out to be a major problem.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Cheers

Someday My Prince Will Come - A coat left in the bar arouses Diane’s curiosity about the 
owner, and she fantasizes that he could be her prince charming. Sam puts her boasting to 
the test by making her agree to go out with the man if he returns.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

The Majesty of Madrid - Madrid is studded with riches from its glory days. We tour the lavish 
Royal Palace, enjoy art-packed museums, and look deep into Picasso’s greatest masterpiece. 
Experiencing Madrid at its fun-loving best, we’re mesmerized by flamenco dancers and 
munch on pigs’ ears. Then, for a dose of Spain’s dramatic history, we side-trip to El Escorial 
and the Valley of the Fallen.

8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Highlights of Castile: Toledo and Salamanca - Castile sparkles with Roman Segovia, walled 
&Aacute;vila, student-filled Salamanca, and holy Toledo! We marvel at El Greco, pop some 
explosive pickles, and ramble Spain’s most awe-inspiring medieval walls. Then, just for fun, 
we drop in on a bachelorette party with local troubadours; slice and savor tasty jamon; stroll 
with the crowd; and grab a front-row seat to enjoy Europe’s most enchanting Public Square.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

9:30 AM ET / 6:30 AM PT
Eye for an Eye

A Dog’s Just Dessert - A neighbor sues when he learns that his dog has been shot.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG

Hero Worship - When a fire breaks out in the galley of the USS John Cooper, Seaman Hawley 
rushes in and saves Seaman Todd Raff and Seaman Vincent Trevino. After he pulls out 
Trevino, Hawley notices a pack of cigarettes in Trevino’s shirt pocket.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG

First Casualty - In Zhawar Kili, Afghanistan, a troop of Navy Seals moves in on their target 
when enemy gunfire begins. The Seals respond and a shoot-out ensues until air support 
detonates the building. At JAG, Commander Harmon “Harm” Rabb, Jr. and Lt. Colonel Sarah 
“Mac” MacKenzie learn from Admiral A.J. Chegwidden that the Seals were after an Al Qaeda 
leader. 

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Discoveries Vietnam

A 21st Century Awakening - The first in a two part series about Vietnam in the 21st Century. 
The production team traveled from the Mekong Delta in the south to the Chinese border 
in the north capturing life in Vietnam. The focus is how the country has re-invented itself, 
emerging from economic chaos to a significant player on the world stage and particularly in 
Asia.
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1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
The Rolling Stones: At The Max

From the European leg of the Stones’ Steel Wheels tour, At the Max boasts the band at their 
best and an extraordinary stage with inflatable floozies and wild dogs. The Stones’ set list 
emphasizes material from the late 1960s and early ‘70s as well as the Steel Wheels material, 
but the band’s performance is so furious that the show is far from a pandering oldies act.

2:35 PM ET / 11:35 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Get Out!

Soufries, St. Lucia - Angela and Lindsay tour the twin Pitons of Soufries while Cherie explores 
Pigeon Island and Andrea shoots tropical Style.

3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
HDNet Fights

Titan Fighting Championship 20 - Brett Rogers takes on Eddie Sanchez. Plus, former WEC 
Lightweight Champion Jamie Varner  in action.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Cheers

Woody Goes Belly Up - Woody desperately misses his hometown girlfriend, Beth, so Sam and 
Diane arrange for her to pay a surprise visit. The greatest pleasure they once shared now 
turns out to be a major problem.

5:30 PM ET / 2:30 PM PT
Cheers

Someday My Prince Will Come - A coat left in the bar arouses Diane’s curiosity about the 
owner, and she fantasizes that he could be her prince charming. Sam puts her boasting to 
the test by making her agree to go out with the man if he returns.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
JAG

Hero Worship - When a fire breaks out in the galley of the USS John Cooper, Seaman Hawley 
rushes in and saves Seaman Todd Raff and Seaman Vincent Trevino. After he pulls out 
Trevino, Hawley notices a pack of cigarettes in Trevino’s shirt pocket.

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
JAG

First Casualty - In Zhawar Kili, Afghanistan, a troop of Navy Seals moves in on their target 
when enemy gunfire begins. The Seals respond and a shoot-out ensues until air support 
detonates the building. At JAG, Commander Harmon “Harm” Rabb, Jr. and Lt. Colonel Sarah 
“Mac” MacKenzie learn from Admiral A.J. Chegwidden that the Seals were after an Al Qaeda 
leader. 

Premiere
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT

Naughty But Nice with Rob Shuter
Number 1 gossip columnist Rob Shuter gets the steamy and scandalous scoop from your 
favorite celebs. This week, Rob is kicking off the season with the gorgeous Melania Trump, 
Chaske Spencer from The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn, Corbin Bernsen from the upcoming 
film The Big Year, and ABC’s Bachelor Pad 2 winner Michael Stagliano!

8:30 PM ET / 5:30 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Maui - Zane and Steve start the season with a bike race down Mt. Haleakala for their 6-Pack 
Challenge, toast to the mysterious Polynesian Kava drink, and Steve does a fire dance!

9:30 PM ET / 6:30 PM PT
CelebriDate

Nadya Suleman/Octomom - Nadya Suleman is “Octomom”, the mother of 14 who takes a 
swing at romance with three handsome men, where she offers up her true feelings on love, 
romance, and the joys of having 8 children - all at once. In the end, Nadya’s decision may 
surprise you!

10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
Goodnight Burbank

What Goes Up - Before the newscast can even begin, the lighting guy falls to his death - and 
until the unions can get there, no one can move his body.

10:30 PM ET / 7:30 PM PT
Get Out! Canada

Ahmic Lake, Ontario - The Get Out! girls head up to their super-luxe cabin on Ahmic Lake. 
Genevieve has a photo shoot.

Premiere
11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT

Art Mann Presents...
Cincinnati Parrot Head Party - A parking lot full of crazy people that know how to have fun.

11:30 PM ET / 8:30 PM PT
CelebriDate

Nadya Suleman/Octomom - Nadya Suleman is “Octomom”, the mother of 14 who takes a 
swing at romance with three handsome men, where she offers up her true feelings on love, 
romance, and the joys of having 8 children - all at once. In the end, Nadya’s decision may 
surprise you!

Premiere
12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT

Deadline! Unrated
New Porn Star Bestie: Bibi - Katie Daryl chats up porn’s newest, youngest starlet, Bibi Jones. 
No topic is off limits! Plus Fan Fotos, Blogarhea, and an exclusive sneak peek at Bibi’s latest 
film, Fighters.

Premiere
12:30 AM ET / 9:30 PM PT

Get Out!
Punta Galera, Ibiza - Unrated - Lana and her friends head to the Island of Ibiza off the coast 
of Spain. The girls check out the beach for a crazy twister jet boat tour and Maureen has a 
sexy photo shoot on the beach.

Premiere
1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents

Sexiest Spring Break Moments - At Girls Gone Wild®, the hottest time of the year isn’t sum-
mer, it’s Spring Break! Now get ready to hit the wildest beaches, craziest clubs and sexiest 
private hotel rooms as Girls Gone Wild® films the hottest girls in America getting naked and 
going wild!

1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

Cincinnati Parrot Head Party - A parking lot full of crazy people that know how to have fun.

Premiere
2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT

The Ferris Wheel
Arizona - When Jeremy takes Kate’s open mind for granted, he ends up in the desert produc-
ing and funding a cooking show for his wife to star in. After getting the lay of the Arizona land 
and participating in the cooking show, Jeremy realizes the benefits to a common life....at 
least for a few minutes.

2:30 AM ET / 11:30 PM PT
Deadline! Unrated

New Porn Star Bestie: Bibi - Katie Daryl chats up porn’s newest, youngest starlet, Bibi Jones. 
No topic is off limits! Plus Fan Fotos, Blogarhea, and an exclusive sneak peek at Bibi’s latest 
film, Fighters.

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Get Out!

Punta Galera, Ibiza - Unrated - Lana and her friends head to the Island of Ibiza off the coast 
of Spain. The girls check out the beach for a crazy twister jet boat tour and Maureen has a 
sexy photo shoot on the beach.
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3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents

Sexiest Spring Break Moments - At Girls Gone Wild®, the hottest time of the year isn’t sum-
mer, it’s Spring Break! Now get ready to hit the wildest beaches, craziest clubs and sexiest 
private hotel rooms as Girls Gone Wild® films the hottest girls in America getting naked and 
going wild!

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...

Cincinnati Parrot Head Party - A parking lot full of crazy people that know how to have fun.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
The Ferris Wheel

Arizona - When Jeremy takes Kate’s open mind for granted, he ends up in the desert produc-
ing and funding a cooking show for his wife to star in. After getting the lay of the Arizona land 
and participating in the cooking show, Jeremy realizes the benefits to a common life....at 
least for a few minutes.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Bikini Destinations

Maui - Immerse yourself in the tropical wonder of the Hawaiian Island of Maui. Join the Bikini 
Destinations crew as they take you behind the scenes of their latest modeling shoot.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Boise - Zane Lamprey visits B-Town. He has a 10-minute martini, visits a micro-distillery, and 
challenges Steve to a French fry eating contest in the back of a car.

Friday October 14, 2011
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Discoveries Vietnam
Rice Baskets to World Heritage - The second part in this series visits farmers during rice har-
vest and tells the story of how this country has transformed in the 21st century from famine 
to feast. Plus Markets, markets and more markets and the historic city of Hue.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Cheers

The Groom Wore Clearasil - Carla vehemently objects when Anthony, her 16-year-old son, 
requests her permission to marry Annie, his high school sweetheart. Devastated, she pleads 
with Sam to help stop the impending marriage.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Cheers

I’ll Gladly Pay You Tuesday - Diane entrusts Sam with a rare and very valuable book from her 
collection as collateral for money he loaned her, but a small accident turns into a very costly 
mistake for Sam.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Normandy: War-Torn yet full of Life - After exploring the half-timbered charm of Rouen, we 
reflect on Monet’s lily ponds, peek in on local artisans, and set up an easel at Honfleur’s 
harbor. We venture into composer Eric Satie’s eccentric world and feast on the finest of 
Normandy cuisine. After pondering sacrifice and celebrating freedom on the D-Day beaches, 
we hike with pilgrims to the enchanted island abbey of Mont St. Michel.

8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Belfast and the Best of Northern Ireland - No trip to the Emerald Isle is complete without a 
visit to Northern Ireland. We tour bustling Belfast, sneaking a look at its politically charged 
neighborhoods. Then we head for the Antrim Coast and go wild in Portrush, Ulster’s Coney 
Island. We taste-test Irish whiskey, scramble over fascinating six-sided rock columns, putter 
through a world-class golf course, and stomp our feet to Irish music in rough-and-tumble 
Derry.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

9:30 AM ET / 6:30 AM PT
Eye for an Eye

The Renter Who Cried “Wolf” - A man sues his former apartment complex for burns he got 
on his feet when the bathtub malfunctioned.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG

Port Chicago - A 1940s style black and white newsreel shows sailors loading ammunition at 
Port Chicago, California. Following the 40s theme, two Seaman exit the Enlisted Men’s Club 
talking about the dangers of working as fast as they do loading the ammunition on the ship. 
A loud explosion interrupts their conversation. They watch from shore as their ship, the Port 
Chicago, explodes.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG

Tribunal - Near Mazar E Sharif, Afghanistan, a special ops Marine unit raids an Al Qaeda in-
habited cave and takes a man prisoner. At JAG, Admiral A.J. Chegwidden alerts his staff that 
for the first time in 50 years, the President has ordered a military tribunal for the prisoner, 
Mustafa Atef , on the USS Sea Hawk. 

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Discoveries Vietnam

Rice Baskets to World Heritage - The second part in this series visits farmers during rice har-
vest and tells the story of how this country has transformed in the 21st century from famine 
to feast. Plus Markets, markets and more markets and the historic city of Hue.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Jewel Live at the Rialto Theatre

Jewel performs at the historic Rialto Theater with an ethereal backdrop and, at times, is 
accompanied by a chamber orchestra. Songs include “Anything Goes”, “Foolish Games”, and 
“Somewhere Over the Rainbow.” This unique performance by Jewel is one that is not to be 
missed.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Get Out!

Castries, St. Lucia - Travel with the Get Out! girls as Angela and Lindsay dip into a tropical 
waterfall in the tropical rainforest and Cherie heads out to the sea for a treacherous parasail.

3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
HDNet Fights

DREAM 17 - Shinya Aoki meets Rob McCullough. Plus. Gerald Harris takes on Kazuhiro 
Nakamura and Yan Cabral faces Kazushi Sakuraba.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Cheers

The Groom Wore Clearasil - Carla vehemently objects when Anthony, her 16-year-old son, 
requests her permission to marry Annie, his high school sweetheart. Devastated, she pleads 
with Sam to help stop the impending marriage.

5:30 PM ET / 2:30 PM PT
Cheers

I’ll Gladly Pay You Tuesday - Diane entrusts Sam with a rare and very valuable book from her 
collection as collateral for money he loaned her, but a small accident turns into a very costly 
mistake for Sam.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
JAG

Port Chicago - A 1940s style black and white newsreel shows sailors loading ammunition at 
Port Chicago, California. Following the 40s theme, two Seaman exit the Enlisted Men’s Club 
talking about the dangers of working as fast as they do loading the ammunition on the ship. 
A loud explosion interrupts their conversation. They watch from shore as their ship, the Port 
Chicago, explodes.
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7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
JAG

Tribunal - Near Mazar E Sharif, Afghanistan, a special ops Marine unit raids an Al Qaeda in-
habited cave and takes a man prisoner. At JAG, Admiral A.J. Chegwidden alerts his staff that 
for the first time in 50 years, the President has ordered a military tribunal for the prisoner, 
Mustafa Atef , on the USS Sea Hawk. 

8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
Prison Break

And The there Were 7 - Quinn terrorizes Veronica, Nick, and LJ; Michael builds a device that 
helps him figure out how much time his group will have to make its escape; and Westmore-
land finally decides to join the escape team.

Premiere
9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT

Inside MMA
UFC welterweight Carlos Condit talks about his upcoming title fight against George St-Pierre 
and Mark Munoz discusses his UFC 138 main event bout against Chris Leben with host 
Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten. Reporter Ron Kruck recaps UFC 136 from Houston.

Premiere
10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT

HDNet Fights
It’s Showtime 2011: Fast & Furious 70kg MAX Tournament - The world’s best 70kg kickbox-
ers compete in an 8-man, one-night tournament. Featuring Artur Kyshenko, Gago Drago, and 
Andy Souwer.

1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Inside MMA

UFC welterweight Carlos Condit talks about his upcoming title fight against George St-Pierre 
and Mark Munoz discusses his UFC 138 main event bout against Chris Leben with host 
Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten. Reporter Ron Kruck recaps UFC 136 from Houston.

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
HDNet Fights

It’s Showtime 2011: Fast & Furious 70kg MAX Tournament - The world’s best 70kg kickbox-
ers compete in an 8-man, one-night tournament. Featuring Artur Kyshenko, Gago Drago, and 
Andy Souwer.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Inside MMA

UFC welterweight Carlos Condit talks about his upcoming title fight against George St-Pierre 
and Mark Munoz discusses his UFC 138 main event bout against Chris Leben with host 
Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten. Reporter Ron Kruck recaps UFC 136 from Houston.

Saturday October 15, 2011
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT
Smart Travels Pacific Rim

Maui and Hawaii’s Big Island - Pacific Cultures converge on the breathtaking islands of Ha-
waii. Rudy tours Maui to experience cascading waterfalls, tropical splendor, fire-knife dancers 
and slack-key guitar. Later he hops over to Hawaii’s Big Island for ancient petro-glyphs and a 
helicopter tour of the world’s most active volcano.

6:30 AM ET / 3:30 AM PT
Visions of Italy: Northern Style

Northern style’s flight begin where much of the world’s cultural arts began - in Florence, 
where the magnificent Duomo and the Giotto Bell Tower forever recall the power and majesty 
of ancient city states and Italian ingenuity.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Austin Stevens Adventures

Night of the Hyena - Austin explores the rugged landscapes of Ethiopia in search of a 
close-up encounter with the notoriously deadly spotted hyena. His first stop is the walled city 
of Harer where, for centuries, the locals have lived side by side with hyenas. A fragile truce 
founded on an ancient ritual.

8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Italy’s Amalfi Coast - Just south of Naples we’ll experience the breath-taking Amalfi 
Coastline, the trendy resort of Positano, the limoncello charms of Sorrento, the ancient Greek 
temples at Paestum, and the iridescent Blue Grotto hidden beneath the enchanting isle of 
Capri.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Milan and Lake Como - No trip to Italy is complete without Milan and Lake Como. In Milan 
we’ll take a peek at Italy’s highest fashion, fanciest delis, grandest cemetery and greatest 
opera house...not to mention Leonardo’s Last Supper. Then we’ll cruise along Lake Como, 
settling down in the lakeside village of Varenna...classic honeymoon country, where Italy 
meets the Alps.

9:30 AM ET / 6:30 AM PT
Visions of Italy: Northern Style

Northern style’s flight begin where much of the world’s cultural arts began - in Florence, 
where the magnificent Duomo and the Giotto Bell Tower forever recall the power and majesty 
of ancient city states and Italian ingenuity.

10:30 AM ET / 7:30 AM PT
Austin Stevens Adventures

Night of the Hyena - Austin explores the rugged landscapes of Ethiopia in search of a 
close-up encounter with the notoriously deadly spotted hyena. His first stop is the walled city 
of Harer where, for centuries, the locals have lived side by side with hyenas. A fragile truce 
founded on an ancient ritual.

11:30 AM ET / 8:30 AM PT
HDNet World Report

Vaccines and Autism: Mixed Signals; Hidden Treasure: A Million Dollar Scavenger Hunt - 
Health officials in the U.S. have consistently denied that there is any link between childhood 
vaccines and autism. So why is the government quietly doling out big settlements to families 
who say just such a link harmed their children? Then, if you have an extra million dollars and 
you’re going to die, what do you do? One man decided to create a treasure hunt with a twist

12:30 PM ET / 9:30 AM PT
Dan Rather Reports

Taking It To The Street - The protest on Wall Street.  Middle East expert Fouad Ajami on the 
Arab spring.

1:30 PM ET / 10:30 AM PT
IMAX - Dinosaurs: Giants of Patagonia

This documentary-style narrative focuses on the history, evolution and extinction of the 
dinosaurs.

2:30 PM ET / 11:30 AM PT
Naughty But Nice with Rob Shuter

Number 1 gossip columnist Rob Shuter gets the steamy and scandalous scoop from your 
favorite celebs. This week, Rob is kicking off the season with the gorgeous Melania Trump, 
Chaske Spencer from The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn, Corbin Bernsen from the upcoming 
film The Big Year, and ABC’s Bachelor Pad 2 winner Michael Stagliano!

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Maui - Zane and Steve start the season with a bike race down Mt. Haleakala for their 6-Pack 
Challenge, toast to the mysterious Polynesian Kava drink, and Steve does a fire dance!
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4:30 PM ET / 1:30 PM PT
CelebriDate

Nadya Suleman/Octomom - Nadya Suleman is “Octomom”, the mother of 14 who takes a 
swing at romance with three handsome men, where she offers up her true feelings on love, 
romance, and the joys of having 8 children - all at once. In the end, Nadya’s decision may 
surprise you!

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Goodnight Burbank

What Goes Up - Before the newscast can even begin, the lighting guy falls to his death - and 
until the unions can get there, no one can move his body.

5:30 PM ET / 2:30 PM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Milan and Lake Como - No trip to Italy is complete without Milan and Lake Como. In Milan 
we’ll take a peek at Italy’s highest fashion, fanciest delis, grandest cemetery and greatest 
opera house...not to mention Leonardo’s Last Supper. Then we’ll cruise along Lake Como, 
settling down in the lakeside village of Varenna...classic honeymoon country, where Italy 
meets the Alps.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
IMAX - Dinosaurs: Giants of Patagonia

This documentary-style narrative focuses on the history, evolution and extinction of the 
dinosaurs.

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
Paul Merton: In India

Paul lands in Delhi, the capital of India, and immediately goes in search of some ‘help’ on 
how to survive the next eight weeks. He enrolls in a finishing school and meets the formi-
dable Pria Warwick. Under her guidance, Paul is taught how to perfect his British accent with 
the help of some marbles and receives instruction on just how to behave ‘correctly’ over the 
next two months.

8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
Naughty But Nice with Rob Shuter

Number 1 gossip columnist Rob Shuter gets the steamy and scandalous scoop from your 
favorite celebs. This week, Rob is kicking off the season with the gorgeous Melania Trump, 
Chaske Spencer from The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn, Corbin Bernsen from the upcoming 
film The Big Year, and ABC’s Bachelor Pad 2 winner Michael Stagliano!

8:30 PM ET / 5:30 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Maui - Zane and Steve start the season with a bike race down Mt. Haleakala for their 6-Pack 
Challenge, toast to the mysterious Polynesian Kava drink, and Steve does a fire dance!

9:30 PM ET / 6:30 PM PT
CelebriDate

Nadya Suleman/Octomom - Nadya Suleman is “Octomom”, the mother of 14 who takes a 
swing at romance with three handsome men, where she offers up her true feelings on love, 
romance, and the joys of having 8 children - all at once. In the end, Nadya’s decision may 
surprise you!

10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
Goodnight Burbank

What Goes Up - Before the newscast can even begin, the lighting guy falls to his death - and 
until the unions can get there, no one can move his body.

10:30 PM ET / 7:30 PM PT
Get Out! Canada

Ahmic Lake, Ontario - The Get Out! girls head up to their super-luxe cabin on Ahmic Lake. 
Genevieve has a photo shoot.

11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

Cincinnati Parrot Head Party - A parking lot full of crazy people that know how to have fun.

11:30 PM ET / 8:30 PM PT
CelebriDate

Nadya Suleman/Octomom - Nadya Suleman is “Octomom”, the mother of 14 who takes a 
swing at romance with three handsome men, where she offers up her true feelings on love, 
romance, and the joys of having 8 children - all at once. In the end, Nadya’s decision may 
surprise you!

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
Deadline! Unrated

New Porn Star Bestie: Bibi - Katie Daryl chats up porn’s newest, youngest starlet, Bibi Jones. 
No topic is off limits! Plus Fan Fotos, Blogarhea, and an exclusive sneak peek at Bibi’s latest 
film, Fighters.

12:30 AM ET / 9:30 PM PT
Get Out!

Punta Galera, Ibiza - Unrated - Lana and her friends head to the Island of Ibiza off the coast 
of Spain. The girls check out the beach for a crazy twister jet boat tour and Maureen has a 
sexy photo shoot on the beach.

1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents

Sexiest Spring Break Moments - At Girls Gone Wild®, the hottest time of the year isn’t sum-
mer, it’s Spring Break! Now get ready to hit the wildest beaches, craziest clubs and sexiest 
private hotel rooms as Girls Gone Wild® films the hottest girls in America getting naked and 
going wild!

1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

Cincinnati Parrot Head Party - A parking lot full of crazy people that know how to have fun.

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
The Ferris Wheel

Arizona - When Jeremy takes Kate’s open mind for granted, he ends up in the desert produc-
ing and funding a cooking show for his wife to star in. After getting the lay of the Arizona land 
and participating in the cooking show, Jeremy realizes the benefits to a common life....at 
least for a few minutes.

2:30 AM ET / 11:30 PM PT
Deadline! Unrated

New Porn Star Bestie: Bibi - Katie Daryl chats up porn’s newest, youngest starlet, Bibi Jones. 
No topic is off limits! Plus Fan Fotos, Blogarhea, and an exclusive sneak peek at Bibi’s latest 
film, Fighters.

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Get Out!

Punta Galera, Ibiza - Unrated - Lana and her friends head to the Island of Ibiza off the coast 
of Spain. The girls check out the beach for a crazy twister jet boat tour and Maureen has a 
sexy photo shoot on the beach.

3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents

Sexiest Spring Break Moments - At Girls Gone Wild®, the hottest time of the year isn’t sum-
mer, it’s Spring Break! Now get ready to hit the wildest beaches, craziest clubs and sexiest 
private hotel rooms as Girls Gone Wild® films the hottest girls in America getting naked and 
going wild!

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...

Cincinnati Parrot Head Party - A parking lot full of crazy people that know how to have fun.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
The Ferris Wheel

Arizona - When Jeremy takes Kate’s open mind for granted, he ends up in the desert produc-
ing and funding a cooking show for his wife to star in. After getting the lay of the Arizona land 
and participating in the cooking show, Jeremy realizes the benefits to a common life....at 
least for a few minutes.
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5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Bikini Destinations

Palm Springs - Bikini Destinations descends upon the desert oasis of Palm Springs. Our 
models find adventure from dusk till dawn at the celebrities’ pick of premier retreats.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Portland - Zane Lamprey visit’s Rose-City. He drinks at a converted elementary school, has 
an avocado margarita, and drinks in the city’s oldest restaurant.

Sunday October 16, 2011
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT
Smart Travels Pacific Rim

Oahu and Kauai - Sunning, swimming, surfing and boating at Waikiki Beach are just the 
start in Honolulu. Rudy explores Hawaii’s Polynesian roots, remembers WWII history at Pearl 
Harbor, and pays homage to King Kamehameha. On Kauai Rudy hikes the Waimea Canyon 
and kayaks past traditional Hawaiian villages. Restored planter homes recall days when sugar 
was king.

6:30 AM ET / 3:30 AM PT
Ultra Eye

Hong Kong - Experience the style capital of Asia. Tour the world-famous Peninsula Hotel, 
get a bird’s eye view of the ground-breaking architecture, and meet the city’s ultimate style-
maker, David Tang, of the China Club and Shanghai Tang.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Baltic Coasts

Land of the Tides - In the middle of the Wadden Sea, the “Halligen,” small islands without 
dykes, are located. The few houses on them are built on elevated mounds. It may seem the 
perfect idyll in summer, but, in fact, they live in constant danger.

8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Tuscany’s Dolce Vita - The small towns and rural charms of Tuscany give us a healthy dose of 
the “sweet life” as we hunt for truffles in an oak forest, nibble through an artichoke festival, 
share a farmhouse feast, and ride a classic convertible through the cypress groves of Mona 
Lisa’s back yard. 

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Italy’s Great Hill Towns - Connoisseurs of Italy find that its quintessential charms survive in 
its classic hill towns. From San Gimignano’s medieval towers, to Cortona’s charming lanes, 
to Orvieto’s papal intrigue, to Civita di Bagnoregio’s cliff-hanging vistas...all sit on lofty stone 
perches that now seem to protect them only from the modern world.

9:30 AM ET / 6:30 AM PT
Ultra Eye

Hong Kong - Experience the style capital of Asia. Tour the world-famous Peninsula Hotel, 
get a bird’s eye view of the ground-breaking architecture, and meet the city’s ultimate style-
maker, David Tang, of the China Club and Shanghai Tang.

10:30 AM ET / 7:30 AM PT
Baltic Coasts

Land of the Tides - In the middle of the Wadden Sea, the “Halligen,” small islands without 
dykes, are located. The few houses on them are built on elevated mounds. It may seem the 
perfect idyll in summer, but, in fact, they live in constant danger.

11:30 AM ET / 8:30 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Tuscany’s Dolce Vita - The small towns and rural charms of Tuscany give us a healthy dose of 
the “sweet life” as we hunt for truffles in an oak forest, nibble through an artichoke festival, 
share a farmhouse feast, and ride a classic convertible through the cypress groves of Mona 
Lisa’s back yard. 

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Italy’s Great Hill Towns - Connoisseurs of Italy find that its quintessential charms survive in 
its classic hill towns. From San Gimignano’s medieval towers, to Cortona’s charming lanes, 
to Orvieto’s papal intrigue, to Civita di Bagnoregio’s cliff-hanging vistas...all sit on lofty stone 
perches that now seem to protect them only from the modern world.

12:30 PM ET / 9:30 AM PT
Paul Merton: In India

Paul lands in Delhi, the capital of India, and immediately goes in search of some ‘help’ on 
how to survive the next eight weeks. He enrolls in a finishing school and meets the formi-
dable Pria Warwick. Under her guidance, Paul is taught how to perfect his British accent with 
the help of some marbles and receives instruction on just how to behave ‘correctly’ over the 
next two months.

1:30 PM ET / 10:30 AM PT
Naughty But Nice with Rob Shuter

Number 1 gossip columnist Rob Shuter gets the steamy and scandalous scoop from your 
favorite celebs. This week, Rob is kicking off the season with the gorgeous Melania Trump, 
Chaske Spencer from The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn, Corbin Bernsen from the upcoming 
film The Big Year, and ABC’s Bachelor Pad 2 winner Michael Stagliano!

2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT
Dave Matthews & Tim Reynolds Live At Radio City Music Hall

In April 2007 Dave Matthews and Tim Reynolds embarked on a 3 city theatre tour, culminat-
ing with a performance in the intimate confines of Radio City Music Hall in New York City. The 
performance includes numerous songs that have never been recorded by the two.

3:40 PM ET / 12:40 PM PT
Tom Petty - Live from Gatorville

For Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers, and fans alike, Live from Gatorville is an emotional 
and electrifying evening. The band performs songs from their three-decade career, including 
rarely played gems, influential covers. Highlights include “Don’t Come Around Here No More,” 
“Running Down a Dream,” “You Wreck Me,” plus many more.

5:45 PM ET / 2:45 PM PT
Sheryl Crow: Miles From Memphis, Live At The Pantages

Sheryl Crow performs songs from her newest album, 100 Miles From Memphis, as well as 
many hits of her past at the at the historic Pantages Theatre in Hollywood, California.

Premiere
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
John Fogerty Part One

Best known as the lead singer/songwriter and guitarist for Creedence Clearwater Revival, 
rock legend and Grammy winner John Fogerty has made a phenomenal contribution to 
American music for decades including fan favorites like “Bad Moon Rising,” “Born on the 
Bayou,” and “Proud Mary.”

Premiere
9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT

Doobie Brothers - World Gone Crazy Live
The multi-platinum legends of rock play their monster hits “China Grove”, “Jesus is Just 
Alright”, “Long Train Running”, and “Listen to the Music”, as well as songs from the band’s 
latest album, World Gone Crazy.

Premiere
10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
Crosby-Nash: In Concert

A ground breaking live concert event from Rock & Roll Hall of Famers, David Crosby and 
Graham Nash, on their “Another Stoney Evening” tour.

11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT
John Fogerty Part One

Best known as the lead singer/songwriter and guitarist for Creedence Clearwater Revival, 
rock legend and Grammy winner John Fogerty has made a phenomenal contribution to 
American music for decades including fan favorites like “Bad Moon Rising,” “Born on the 
Bayou,” and “Proud Mary.”
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12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
Doobie Brothers - World Gone Crazy Live

The multi-platinum legends of rock play their monster hits “China Grove”, “Jesus is Just 
Alright”, “Long Train Running”, and “Listen to the Music”, as well as songs from the band’s 
latest album, World Gone Crazy.

1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Crosby-Nash: In Concert

A ground breaking live concert event from Rock & Roll Hall of Famers, David Crosby and 
Graham Nash, on their “Another Stoney Evening” tour.

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
John Fogerty Part One

Best known as the lead singer/songwriter and guitarist for Creedence Clearwater Revival, 
rock legend and Grammy winner John Fogerty has made a phenomenal contribution to 
American music for decades including fan favorites like “Bad Moon Rising,” “Born on the 
Bayou,” and “Proud Mary.”

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Doobie Brothers - World Gone Crazy Live

The multi-platinum legends of rock play their monster hits “China Grove”, “Jesus is Just 
Alright”, “Long Train Running”, and “Listen to the Music”, as well as songs from the band’s 
latest album, World Gone Crazy.

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Crosby-Nash: In Concert

A ground breaking live concert event from Rock & Roll Hall of Famers, David Crosby and 
Graham Nash, on their “Another Stoney Evening” tour.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Doobie Brothers - World Gone Crazy Live

The multi-platinum legends of rock play their monster hits “China Grove”, “Jesus is Just 
Alright”, “Long Train Running”, and “Listen to the Music”, as well as songs from the band’s 
latest album, World Gone Crazy.


